COMPLETE YOUR
PERFECT ORDER

NHS EXPENDITURE

EXPENDITURE INCREASE

NHS providers spend around £9bn
on procuring and services. £6bn of
this is spent by the acute sector.

NHS net expenditure has increased
by nearly 57% in the last 10 years*.

Improve Efficiency. Drive Savings. Enhance Compliance.
The Edge4Health™ is a partnership between NHS Shared Business Services and
Virtualstock. The cloud-based platform connects NHS providers and suppliers to
improve efficiency, drive savings and heighten compliance.
It includes a consumer-style business eMarketplace, online catalogue
management and procure-to-pay (P2P) functionality.

* Operational productivity and performance in English NHS
acute hospitals: Unwarranted variations, Lord Carter of Coles

Benefits of The Edge4Health
Easily Implemented
Intuitive Platform

Single Interface for
Multiple Systems

Total End-to-End
Visibility

Full Compliance

Supplier Reach

THE
PERFECT
FLOW

SUPPLIERS
Manage and showcase your entire product range
to NHS providers from a single intuitive platform.
The Edge4Health allows for greater visibility of
orders, payments and compliance while reducing
invoice and purchasing queries.

Catalogue &
Price File Upload
Suppliers upload
one catalogue with
enriched information
and assign
individual price files
for each healthcare
provider against
catalogue data.

GTIN Checker
The Edge4Health
checks product
GTINs provided by
suppliers to confirm
accuracy and
compliance.

PROVIDERS
The Edge4Health allows you to manage your supply
chain in one place. From comparison of products,
to control of spend, to accelerated compliance, the
entire procurement process is simple and easy.

Ready to Sell
Products on
the platform are
easily accessible
to all connected
healthcare
providers.

Quality Assured
Assured quality of data
through supplier input
leads to greater accuracy
throughout the process.

Browse Products
NHS teams
browse products,
easily checking
availability and
comparing
similar products
for informed
purchasing.

System Integration
Integration with
existing invoicing
systems allows
for smooth
transactions.

PO Flip
Suppliers can view
purchase orders
and “flip” them to
quickly produce
electronic invoices.

